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MotivationMotivation
 Image Compression: Efficient Storage andImage Compression: Efficient Storage and

TransmissionTransmission
 Image Classification: Provides ClassesImage Classification: Provides Classes

 Classes used for: Assisting human observersClasses used for: Assisting human observers
 Different types if images/anomalies in similarDifferent types if images/anomalies in similar

imagesimages
 Help compression by using differentHelp compression by using different

compression algorithms/tables etc for differentcompression algorithms/tables etc for different
classesclasses
 E.g. using different DCT for different imagesE.g. using different DCT for different images



IntroductionIntroduction
 In this paper low level compression andIn this paper low level compression and

classification is desired for:classification is desired for:
 C&C of a digital image to highlight anomaliesC&C of a digital image to highlight anomalies
 Archival and categorization of different terrain typesArchival and categorization of different terrain types

 Use Hierarchical Table-Lookup VQ toUse Hierarchical Table-Lookup VQ to
increase speed and make table sizesincrease speed and make table sizes
manageable for large dimension VQmanageable for large dimension VQ



IntroductionIntroduction
Compression technique: HierarchicalCompression technique: Hierarchical

Lookup-Table Vector QuantizationLookup-Table Vector Quantization
 Explore different techniques for imageExplore different techniques for image

classification and compression:classification and compression:
 Sequential Sequential classfier/quantizerclassfier/quantizer
 modified Learning Vector modified Learning Vector QuantizerQuantizer (LVQ) (LVQ)
 Sequential Sequential quantizerquantizer/classifier/classifier
 Bayes VQ with posterior estimationBayes VQ with posterior estimation



Hierarchical Table-LookupHierarchical Table-Lookup
Vector QuantizationVector Quantization

 VQsVQs use an exhaustive search use an exhaustive search
to encodeto encode

 HVQsHVQs encode Vectors using encode Vectors using
only Table-Lookupsonly Table-Lookups
 Tradeoff Tradeoff –– accuracy for accuracy for

speedspeed
 Replaces the full search VQReplaces the full search VQ

with hierarchical table lookups.with hierarchical table lookups.
This gives 1 table lookup perThis gives 1 table lookup per
input symbol for encoding.input symbol for encoding.

 Hierarchical structuresHierarchical structures
successively quantize thesuccessively quantize the
vector in stagesvector in stages“The most important difference between Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b is the input dimensionality of

the various encoding operations. In Fig. 1a it is 4, whereas in Fig. 1b it is 2. If we were to
consider a look-up table implementation of the whole encoding operation, then the
hierarchical scheme in Fig. 1b is very much cheaper (in terms of table size) to
implement. This is the crucial advantage of hierarchical vector quantisation which we
shall make use of in this paper.” – “Hierarchical Vector Quantization” S. P. Luttrell



HVQ: ExampleHVQ: Example
 Single Frame of B/W video. Single frame = array ofSingle Frame of B/W video. Single frame = array of

pixels with 8 bit value for intensity with Vectorpixels with 8 bit value for intensity with Vector
Dimension V = 2Dimension V = 2
 A lookup table will have 16 address bitsA lookup table will have 16 address bits
 We need this and N We need this and N codewordscodewords to encode each 2-D vector to its to encode each 2-D vector to its

nearest codeword to encode into a nearest codeword to encode into a single lookup tablesingle lookup table
 BUT! For large V: the table size can get very largeBUT! For large V: the table size can get very large

 8X8 block of pixel =>  V = 64 ; Lookup table = 64*8 = 512 value8X8 block of pixel =>  V = 64 ; Lookup table = 64*8 = 512 value
 This complexity can be reduced by using HVQThis complexity can be reduced by using HVQ
 V = 8 dimensional vector with precision 8 bits isV = 8 dimensional vector with precision 8 bits is

encoded to R = 8 bits in 3 stagesencoded to R = 8 bits in 3 stages
 Compression ratio = 8:1; Computational Complexity = 1Compression ratio = 8:1; Computational Complexity = 1

look up per input symbollook up per input symbol



Fast JPEG Encoding for Color Fax
Using HVQ
Ricardo L. de Queiroz1 and Patrick
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Designing the JCCHVQDesigning the JCCHVQ
 Encoder: Consists of M stagesEncoder: Consists of M stages

 Each stage is a lookupEach stage is a lookup
tabletable

 Odd stages = RowsOdd stages = Rows
 Even stages = ColumnsEven stages = Columns

Each  stage >=2, less than Final stage:  the table is
constructed using 2 adjacent outputs of the previous
stage

Last stage produces the encoding index U
1. U represents an approximation to the input

vector
2. U gives classification information
3. U is sent to the decoder

The lookup tables are build in the same incremental way using mean squared distortion
to match to the closest index. i.e. the index  if the codeword with the least squared error
is put in the output table for that particular input combination



Design of JCCHVQ (cont)Design of JCCHVQ (cont)

 Last stage: All classification is done hereLast stage: All classification is done here
 Sequential TSVQ/ClassifierSequential TSVQ/Classifier
 Centroid based LVQCentroid based LVQ
 Bayes TSVQ with class probability treeBayes TSVQ with class probability tree
 Bayes TSVQ with posterior estimation TSVQBayes TSVQ with posterior estimation TSVQ

**
TSVQ = Tree TSVQ = Tree stucturedstuctured vector quantization vector quantization
LVQ = Learning Vector Quantization (Like LVQ = Learning Vector Quantization (Like KohnenKohnen map) map)



Design of Joint Classifier andDesign of Joint Classifier and
QuantizerQuantizer using HVQ using HVQ

 Sequential Sequential quantizerquantizer/classifier:/classifier:
 Full search compression using GLA to minimize meanFull search compression using GLA to minimize mean

square error.square error.
 Bayes classifier used to classify the Bayes classifier used to classify the quantizerquantizer outputs outputs

 Sequential classifier/Sequential classifier/quantizerquantizer
 Class information used to classify information used to directClass information used to classify information used to direct

each vector to a particular each vector to a particular quantizerquantizer
 Centroid based LVQCentroid based LVQ

 CodewordsCodewords are modified by each vector such that the codeword are modified by each vector such that the codeword
shares the same class as the vectorshares the same class as the vector

 Algorithm does not compress; hence the codebook generated byAlgorithm does not compress; hence the codebook generated by
LVQ is used for classification aloneLVQ is used for classification alone

 A modified version of this codebook is used to produce the finalA modified version of this codebook is used to produce the final
vectorvector

 Encoder Encoder codewordscodewords used by LVQ are replaced by  used by LVQ are replaced by centeroidscenteroids of the of the
training vector; These training vector; These centroidscentroids are used for the final stage are used for the final stage
compressioncompression



 Bayes Risk weighted quantizationBayes Risk weighted quantization
 Encoder: selects nearest neighbor minimizing theEncoder: selects nearest neighbor minimizing the

modified distortion measure* to select the bestmodified distortion measure* to select the best
codewordcodeword

 Trees are grown by using the node that givens theTrees are grown by using the node that givens the
largest decrease in average distortion to increase in bitlargest decrease in average distortion to increase in bit
rate.rate.

 Trees are pruned to obtain optimal Trees are pruned to obtain optimal subtreessubtrees
 Posteriors can be estimated based on the learning set:Posteriors can be estimated based on the learning set:

 P(X has class a) = number of times X occurs in a/number of timesP(X has class a) = number of times X occurs in a/number of times
X occurs in the training setX occurs in the training set

 Two subsystems are testedTwo subsystems are tested
 1) 1) Posterior Estimate TSVQ:Posterior Estimate TSVQ:

 MSE is used to determine the path till the terminal node isMSE is used to determine the path till the terminal node is
reachedreached

 Posterior probability = frequency of the class labels within aPosterior probability = frequency of the class labels within a
nodenode

 2) 2) Class probability treeClass probability tree
 If x features are extracted from the vectors, the trees are usedIf x features are extracted from the vectors, the trees are used

to select from a set of candidate features with which to splitto select from a set of candidate features with which to split
the datathe data

 These vectors are features that are extracted from the spatialThese vectors are features that are extracted from the spatial
domaindomain



SimulationSimulation
 Compare the performance of the differentCompare the performance of the different

algorithms using CT scan images andalgorithms using CT scan images and
Aerial images:Aerial images:
 Aerial images: Man-made portions - WhiteAerial images: Man-made portions - White
 CT scan images: Tumor regions - WhiteCT scan images: Tumor regions - White

 Compare the results of the using a HVQ toCompare the results of the using a HVQ to
VQ (remember: HVQ is less accurate butVQ (remember: HVQ is less accurate but
3-4 times as fast for this simulation)3-4 times as fast for this simulation)



Simulation ResultsSimulation Results
 Aerial:Aerial:

20.91%20.91%20.89%20.89%0.50.5Bayes TSVQBayes TSVQ
with post est.with post est.
TSVQTSVQ

19.46%19.46%19.12%19.12%0.50.5Bayes TSVQBayes TSVQ
with classwith class
probability treeprobability tree

19.77%19.77%19.58%19.58%0.50.5Centroid BasedCentroid Based
LVQLVQ

21.44%21.44%22.41%22.41%0.50.5SequentialSequential
Classifier/TSVQClassifier/TSVQ

32.24%32.24%29.56%29.56%0.50.5SequentialSequential
TSVQ/ClassifierTSVQ/Classifier

Classification errorClassification error
for HVQfor HVQ
techniquestechniques

Classification errorClassification error
for VQ techniquesfor VQ techniques

RateRate
bppbpp

MethodMethod



Simulation ResultsSimulation Results
 CT (1.75 CT (1.75 bppbpp) :) :

97.04%97.04%82.58%82.58%96.99%96.99%85.61%85.61%Bayes TSVQBayes TSVQ
with post est.with post est.
TSVQTSVQ

96.99%96.99%82.58%82.58%96.91%96.91%85.61%85.61%Bayes fullBayes full
search withsearch with
post est. TSVQpost est. TSVQ

96.99%96.99%82.58%82.58%96.91%96.91%85.61%85.61%SequentialSequential
Classifier/TSVQClassifier/TSVQ

96.51%96.51%80.30%80.30%96.56%96.56%81.06%81.06%SequentialSequential
VQ/ClassifierVQ/Classifier

SpecificitySpecificity
(HVQ)(HVQ)

SensitivitySensitivity
(HVQ)(HVQ)

SpecificitySpecificity
(VQ)(VQ)

SensitivitySensitivity
(VQ)(VQ)

MethodMethod



Simulation Results (Images)Simulation Results (Images)



ConclusionsConclusions
 Both classifier/encoder are based on tableBoth classifier/encoder are based on table

lookupslookups
 Do not require arithmetic computationsDo not require arithmetic computations

 Faster than using VQFaster than using VQ


